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The last few years have been marked by major

advances in the identification of genetic risk factors for

coronary artery disease (CAD). Hitherto the predictive

benefits of this approach were typically limited to the

detection of rare genetic variants such as those involved

in familial hyperlipidemia. This advance was ushered in

by the identification of disease-specific common single-

nucleotide polymorphisms in individual candidate genes

as well as variants identified by genome-wide associa-

tion studies (genome-wide significant variants).

Although the predictive value of any individual poly-

morphism is generally quite low, when multiple

polymorphisms are considered together they can yield

much higher polygenic risk scores.1 A more recent step,

which is still in progress, involves polygenic risk scores,

which not only analyze genome-wide significant vari-

ants and variants from genotyping arrays that

exclusively focus on pre-selected loci, but also much

larger genome-wide variations, and provide an estimate

of the relative contribution of each genetic variant to

CAD risk.2

Polygenic risk scores for cardiovascular (CV) dis-

eases may query millions of single-nucleotide

polymorphisms. Their high predictive value was

recently established in several large middle-aged cohorts

evaluating primary CAD prevention.3–5 However, none

of these polygenic scores were found to provide any

significant additional value with regard to adjusted risk

models based on conventional CV risk factors (age, sex,

dyslipidemia, diabetes, obesity….).4,5 At the present

stage of their development, these polygenic risk scores

are therefore not considered to be of any practical

interest as an adjunct to conventional programs of pri-

mary prevention of CV diseases and CAD in the general,

middle-aged population.

A potential advantage of these polygenic risk scores

is that they can be established very early in life, at a time

when most conventional CAD-related risk factors are

yet to be detected (diabetes, hypertension, dyslipi-

demia…). This may help modify life trajectories prior to

the emergence of cardiovascular risk factors per se and

delay the onset of any future CV events.6 Indeed, it is

likely that lifestyle and/or pharmacological interventions

initiated early in life would be more effective in pro-

moting health and preventing diseases that occur much

later in life.

It is important to consider that genome-wide asso-

ciation analyses are to date no longer prohibitive, but

streamlined procedures. It is therefore foreseeable that

such analyses would, in the not too distant future, be

requested by a growing part of the population. This new

development would not only be driven by the objective

of enhancing CV risk assessment but more generally, to
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predict the risk of disease, promote health, and prevent

diseases over a lifetime.

Moreover, no study has to date reported results on

polygenic risk scores as they relate to young individuals.

Primary prevention of premature atherosclerotic disease

has been unintentionally neglected, as the ability to

discriminate risk remains challenging, since age is the

most important clinical determinant of a 10-year risk.

Furthermore, one should not ignore that the transi-

tion toward an earlier risk assessment would raise major

ethical concerns, with potentially harmful medico-eco-

nomic impacts, as well as mental health repercussions

on healthy individuals with identified risk factors asso-

ciated with diseases occurring much later in life.

A risk assessment early in life would present an

additional advantage, notably the ability to direct pro-

grams aiming to increase physical activity, improve

nutrition, and prevent smoking to targeted high-risk

groups rather than to the general populations, but such

an advantage is debatable, and is in any case far from

being demonstrated at this stage.

Nevertheless, many patients continue to suffer acute

coronary syndromes in the absence of any conventional

risk factor. CV risk assessment, therefore, needs to be

significantly improved by targeting better and more

appropriate preventive measures. In the future, this

improvement might involve incorporating more efficient

polygenic risk scores with clinical data and specific

cardiac imaging techniques able to detect pre-athero-

genic stages. In this rapidly evolving environment, the

review by Angelidis et al in the current issue of the

Journal of Nuclear Cardiology�,7 is particularly infor-

mative. Their analysis leads to the final (and perhaps

somewhat optimistic) consideration that ‘‘the combina-

tion of genetic evidence with the findings of myocardial

functional imaging techniques could lead to more effi-

cient screening methods, and may improve decision-

making with regard to the diagnostic investigation and

patients’ management.’’

More specifically, this article reports a rather

detailed and intriguing review of studies evaluating

associations between genetic polymorphisms and results

from myocardial perfusion (PET) as well as single-

photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)

imaging (see Table 17). These studies provide evidence

of distinct relationships between specific polymor-

phisms, and not only sub-clinical states of decreased

myocardial perfusion or coronary flow reserve, but also

the potential to improve myocardial perfusion with

specific treatments (statins).

This latter point leads us to expect that further

improvements in our understanding of genomic variants

may help to develop novel risk stratifications for CAD

and predict an individual’s response to a specific

preventive treatment. Myocardial perfusion SPECT and

PET imaging may be particularly well adapted to help

monitor these responses because of their ability to

identify early vascular and endothelial dysfunction

before the stage of definite atherosclerotic lesions. Such

monitoring would be particularly useful for populations

considered to have an increased risk of developing

CAD’s over the long term. This type of monitoring

would be even more compelling if genetic data could

help predict the efficiency of preventive treatments

leading to a more efficient decision-making in the clin-

ical setting of personalized medicine.

Irrespectively of whether these projections are

realistic, or belong to the realm of science-fiction, they

nevertheless point out the need for enhanced CV risk

estimations, to screen lower risk populations than those

currently being investigated by myocardial SPECT and

PET perfusion imaging. Further significant progress

would be required to adapt the deployment and cost-

effectiveness of PET to this setting, as well as to further

improve diagnostic accuracy and dosimetry for cardiac

SPECT imaging.
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